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A new origami folding paradigm?

• Usual periodic origami: above 
critical point, with symmetry-
enabled folding

• Can we exploit mechanical 
criticality to fold periodic 
structures without 
symmetries?

• Would I ask if the answer was 
“no”?



Origami rigidity

• Origami structure: 
planar graph 
describing topology
of vertices, edges 
and faces and by 
shape geometry of 
faces

• Each face rigid, but 
adjacent faces can 
be rotated about 
common edge

Emperor’s Scorpion, by Robert Lang



Origami vertices as spherical polygons

Map origami edge orientations onto 
the unit sphere (S2)
Embedding is rigid if angles 
between edges are original sector 
angles

Rigid embeddings of origami vertex map onto 
rigid embeddings of spherical polygon. Side 
lengths given by sector angles, interior angles 
given by dihedral angles between faces



αi

Orientation closure condition

• An imaginary frame rotates by  
sector (planar) angles αi and 
dihedral angles ρi between faces.

• Nec. And suff. condition for 
embedding simply-connected 
origami: rotations around each 
vertex must cancel out

• SO(3) algebra reduces embedding 
to condition on angles

• What embeddings for periodic 
angles?

belcastro-Hull condition (2002):



Periodic structures, “periodic” configurations

• We say an origami structure is periodic 
if the topological connections between 
faces, vertices, edges and face shape 
repeat periodically

• We say a configuration is periodic if 
the dihedral angles on corresponding 
edges repeat periodically

• Do periodic angles imply a periodic 
embedding?



Triangulated surfaces are frames

• Simple correspondence 
between fold angles and 
vertex positions

• Vertex positions for rigid 
triangular face are those 
that don’t stretch bars along 
triangle edge

• Up to rigid global motions, 
origami angles correspond 
to frames (ball and spring 
systems)



The rigidity matrix and its friends

Bond extensions
(tensions)

Site forces

Equilibrium matrix

Dynamical matrix

Site displace-
mentsSite forces

Bond 
extensions

Site displace-
ments

Rigidity matrix



Index Theorem

See Maxwell (1864), Calladine (1978), Kane Lubensky (2014)

Index theorem:

Zero 
modes

Self 
stresses

Site 
modes

Bonds

RigidFloppy but 
stressed

Adding a constraint must either remove 
a zero mode or add a self stress



Periodic triangulations are mechanically critical

Euler’s formula for a polyhedron Triangulation:Periodicity: 

Mechanics: 

Edge modes? Unique periodic ground state? 



Guest Hutchinson argument?

• Mechanical criticality: degrees of freedom (dof) within cell balance 
constraints

• D-periodic structures in d dimensions have dD dof in periodicity and 
d(d+1)/2 rigid-body motions

• Can triangulated origami fold periodically?

D = 1, 
d = 1

D = 2, 
d = 2

D = 3, 
d = 3

D = 3, 
d = 2

Dim. of 
config. 
space

0 1 3 0????
?



Periodic folds without spatial periodicity

• We associate the left/right and 
top/bottom edges of our repeating cell so 
angles repeat

• Orientation is preserved under 
contractible loops

• But periodicity generates two non-
contractible paths: need they preserve 
orientation?



Rotations are coaxial

Travel in either direction of periodicity induces a rotation. 
Orientation closure requires these rotations commute, generally 
implying a common axis



Generic periodic origami is not globally flat

Successive rotations along periodic direction rotate origami, breaking 
spatial periodicity

Corresponding face, different orientations



Screwy crystals

• Unit cells are related by discrete 
translations and rotations

• Corresponding points in distinct cells 
lie on cylindrical surfaces—mean but 
not Gaussian curvature

• Now, allowing rotations might let it 
fold:

D = 1, 
d = 1

D = 2, 
d = 2

D = 3, 
d = 3

D = 3, 
d = 2

Dim. of 
config. 
space

0 1 3 0????
?



Linear modes

Infinitesimal changes 
to dihedral angles:

Infinitesimal rotations 
of vectors on faces:

Edges must have consistent orientation:

Zero mode condition on vertices:



Vertex duality

Orientation closure of zero mode: Force balance of self stress



Vertex duality

Orientation closure of zero mode: Force balance of self stress:

• Known in literature

• Triangulated origami surface gives one-to-
one map between flexes and SS’s. 

• SS can be “integrated” to obtain vertex 
displacements

• Not true of non-origami frames



Spatial symmetries imply folding modes
Three global translations 
if spatially periodic:

One translation along 
and one rotation about 
axis if screw-periodic

Global 
symmetries

Global rigid-
body modes

Global states 
of self stress

Global folding
modes

Mechanical 
criticality

Origami vertex 
condition



Do first-order flexes extend nonlinearly?

Consider second-order motion: Vertex duality: first-order 
motions lie in nullspace of 
equilibrium matrix

Second-order conditions 
obtained by expanding 
nonlinear belcastro-Hull 
vertex condition:



Second-order conditions

Second-order vertex condition:

Map from angle changes to vectors that live vertices. Maps second-order 
contributions via equilibrium matrix. This is not invertible, so not all first-
order corrections extend to second order



Second-order conditions for generic spatially 
periodic origami

For each vertex

condition for linear modes to 
extend to second order

Loop around 
unit cell

Linear folding modes extend to 
second order iff they ensure 
orientation closure between cells



Dimension of manifold of rigid periodic 
configurations
• Three conditions on three linear 

modes: zero-dimensional 
configuration space?

• Angular velocities induced by two 
translations must be parallel, so 
one-dimensional configuration 
space?

• Position closure already 
guarantees ang. vel. lie in plane, 
so only one new constraint: 2D 
configuration space! (observed by 
Tachi in “Origami” in 2015)



Dimension of manifold for developable case

• Developable case: all edges lie in plane, only 
transverse component of constraint is 
nonzero, constraint number is number of 
vertices, V

• Linear zero modes: two translations in plane, 
translation of each vertex out of plane, 2+V

• Dimension of configuration space: 2+V-V = 2



Numerical approach

1. Start from a spatially periodic state

2. Attempt some change in dihedral angles 
that obeys 2nd order conditions

3. Numerically minimize error in bH
condition

4. Continue on satisfying first-order 
conditions and numerically minimize error 
to explore 2D state space

belcastro-Hull condition



Nonlinear state space

Start at spatially 
periodic state

Project high-dimensional space into 
components of in-plane strain to plot:

Mean curvature 
per cell, either up 
or down

1D paths eventually close (if 
intersections are allowed)

If yellow quad. P, 
panels are rigid, 
confined to 1D 
config. space not 
2D



Animations of folding

Generic origami Developable origami



Spatially varying modes

Generalized Bloch mode: lattice 
translations scale by complex number 

Dynamics obeys reciprocity: total 
number of static modes is equal on 
opposite edges:

Left edge mode: |z1|<1

Right edge mode: |z1|>1

Bulk mode: |z1| = 1



Zero modes and self stresses and periodicity

New index theorem:
ZM and states of self stress 
go in opposite directions

Generic frames can “polarize”



Why doesn’t origami polarize?

Chen, Liu, Evans, Paulose, Cohen, Vitelli and Santangelo PRL (2016):

Origami doesn’t have Kane-Lubensky polarization, but kirigami (with 
holes) does. Why?



Vertex duality and periodicity

Orientation closure of zero mode: Force balance of self stress:

True regardless of periodicity, so for origami surfaces: 



Vertex duality forbids topological polarization

Origami vertex duality:Mechanical criticality

Hidden symmetry prevents polarization:



Face/hole condition

• For faces with 4+ sides, torque is nontrivial 
condition

• For holes with 4+ sides, position of vertices 
is nontrivial condition

• These are in fact the same condition! if 
tensions balance forces and torques on 
faces, folds ensure orientation and position 
around holes

• Block-hole structure is no longer self-dual, 
can topologically polarize

Finbow, Ross, Whiteley, SIAM J Discrete Math 2012



A new topological class

• Origami is “symmetric”, 
“palindromic”

• Determinant of rigidity matrix in 
bulk is real

• Leads to 1D lines of zero modes in 
Brillouin Zone 

• Non-origami frames have only 0D 
points with zero modes (Rocklin, 
Chen, Falk, Vitelli Lubensky, 2016)



How to fold a magnet

• 2D antiferromagnetic spins can be 
frustrated: trios all want to anti-align but 
cannot

• To minimize energy, trios of vectors sum 
to zero: just like edge vectors of a polygon

• Map degenerate ground states of magnet 
onto rigid states of origami

• No problem with self-intersections!

Roychowdhury, Rocklin, and 
Lawler PRL (2018)



Implications for quadrilateral-based ori

• We can triangulate quad-based 
origami

• But… generic quad origami 
wouldn’t fold, so quad origami is 
very non-generic

• Strange results, like one-
dimensional state space

• New formalism is needed for 
quad origami



Periodic triangulated origami

• Mechanically critical

• Cylindrical or spatially periodic embeddings

• Two-dimensional spaces of configurations

• Maps onto magnetic systems

• New topological class
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